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Stability of surrounding rock mass and safety of supporting system in mining tunnel are always dominated by fault near ex-
cavation limit. +e influence degree of the fault varies significantly under different fault distances to mining tunnel and initial
stresses condition. In this paper, a series of numerical experiments are conducted to study the displacement, stress, and plastic
region in surrounding rockmass.+e stress characteristics in sprayed concrete layer are analyzed to study the influence of the fault
distance on excavation limit and the initial stress in ground. +e fault distance is defined geometrically by a mutual perpendicular
line between the excavation limit and fault line nearest to the mining tunnel to quantify the influence. In order to simulate fault
specialty reasonably, an interface model based on the theory of cohesive joint element is proposed in the numerical experiment
model. Some other disciplinary and quantificational regularities about the influence of the fault distance and tectonic stress are
summarized based on the numerical results. +e results show that there is a critical distance to judge whether a fault has a
prominent influence to mining tunnel. +e critical distance depends on the quality of mining tunnel surrounding rock mass,
initial stress, and the degree of excavation limit curvature.With the increase of lateral stress coefficient, the vertical displacement at
crown decreases, but the horizontal displacement increases in the both right and left sidewalls.

1. Introduction

Fault always provokes surrounding rock stability issues
during construction and operation period of mining tunnel.
Hence, increasing attention has been paid to influence of the
fault on the stability of surrounding rock mass of mining
tunnel [1]. Scientific reports on the collapse of tunnel sur-
rounding rock demonstrate that the location of the fault
relative to mining tunnel and the mechanical properties of
the fault always control the failure pattern of the sur-
rounding rock and the supporting system [2]. +erefore, a
whole and comprehensive understanding of the influence of
the fault on the tunnel surrounding rock stability is bene-
ficial to the safety of construction and operation of the
mining tunnel engineering.

Fault in mining tunnel surrounding rock mass behaves
differently in different conditions of initial ground stress,
rock mass quality, fault thickness, distance, and location to

mining tunnel. +e influence of the rock mass quality, the
fault thickness, and the location to mining tunnel on the
stress and plastic zone in tunnel surrounding rock mass and
the stress in the sprayed concrete lining had been studied by
numerical approach [3]. However, there are few studies
about the distance from fault line to the mining tunnel
excavation limit and the initial ground stress that are also
crucial factors to fault behaviors.+is paper investigated and
discussed that the effect of the fault distance and the initial
ground stress in strata on the stability of mining tunnel
surrounding rock mass and the safety of supporting system.

Many different methods are utilized to explore the in-
fluence of the fault on the stability of mining tunnel sur-
rounding rock mass. Lots of results have been obtained in
the last two decades. In early times, scaled model experi-
ments were carried out to study the stability of the ground
and the roof support with changing in the cross section of
mining tunnel by considering the fault near mining tunnel
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[4]. +e scaled method also was used to study the influence
of the fault orientation on the stability of mining tunnel. +e
experiment results show that the curvature of mining tunnel
excavation limit affects heavily the deformation and the
stress of surrounding rock mass [5]. +e displacement and
the area of the plastic region decrease with the increasing of
the fault distance, and the displacement of rock mass in
crown is larger under the condition when the fault locates
across the upper part of the mining tunnel than that in the
case when the fault locates at the left sidewall of the mining
tunnel [6]. An experiment simulating normal fault dis-
placements with different dip angles was performed to study
the rupture propagation in strata and the mining tunnel
failure under fault displacement [7]. +e test results show
that more than one strata rupture appears when the normal
fault moves and at least one rupture reaches the ground
surface as the vertical fault dislocation is approximately 4.4%
of the covering depth.

In recent years, lots of efforts are focused on studying the
mechanism of the influence of the fault on the mining tunnel
surrounding rock mass and supporting system and how to
reduce and control the influence. Since the 1980s, tendency
of using numerical method is becoming stronger in academe
and engineering scopes due to its repeatability and economic
efficiency [8]. +e numerical research on the fault influence
in the mining shaft show that the area of the tension zone
around shaft has a good agreement with the results recorded
in the construction site [9]. +e rock displacement and
plastic region around the mining tunnel are considered
index for evaluating the stability of mining tunnel sur-
rounding rock mass [10]. +e fault close to mining tunnel
always has predominant influence on mining tunnel sta-
bility, and the influence becomes stronger as the fault locates
closer to the tunnel. +e distance between the fault and
mining tunnel excavation limit is one of the key factors
influencing the stability of mining tunnel [11]. In this paper,
the fault distance is defined based on the geometries of two
kinds of mining tunnels with different cross section shapes.
+e influence of the fault distance on the stability of mining
tunnel surrounding rock is studied by means of numerical
experiment.

+e ground stress in rock stratum has a large variation
under different tectonic structures. +e initial ground stress
is one of the important environmental influencing factors on
the behaviors of the fault close to mining tunnel [12]. +e
fault close to mining tunnel always causes the diverse de-
formation or second stress field in the surrounding rock
mass under the initial ground stress with the different lateral
stress coefficients, especially under the initial stress with high
tectonic stress [13, 14]. +e influence of initial ground stress
on the stability of mining tunnel surrounding rock is also
investigated by the numerical experiment in this paper.

In FEM numerical experiment, the fault modelling is the
most critical factor to achieve the reasonable results. In this
paper, to simulate the fault accurately, the fault model is
established by the cohesive joint (COJO) element embedded
in the FEM code named FINAL from Austria [15]. +ere are
three main numerical models for the fault, which are the
Goodman model, Desai new element, and COJO element.

+e Goodman model based on mechanics nature of jointed
rock was proposed by prof. Goodman in 1970s, which is one
of the most popular models in rock mechanics field [16]. In
1980s, a thin layer element for interface and joint was created
by Desai et al. [17]. In 1990s, COJO element, a featured
discontinuity model, was suggested based on Coundal’s
interface model, including only friction coefficient, co-
hesion, and tensile strength as input mechanical parameters
[18]. +e original COJO element was applied to simulate the
fault aroundmining tunnel. In this paper, an interface model
based on the theory of COJO element is proposed in the
numerical experiment model to study the displacement,
stress, and plastic region in the surrounding rock mass. +e
stress characteristics in the sprayed concrete layer are an-
alyzed to study the influence of the fault distance on the
excavation limit and the initial stress in ground. +e fault
distance is defined geometrically by a mutual perpendicular
line between the excavation limit and fault line nearest to
mining tunnel to quantify the influence.

2. Fault Distance Definition and Initial
Stress in Stratum

2.1. FaultDistanceDefinition. Figure 1 shows a fault locating
near to a mining tunnel with cross section of horseshoe
shape (Figure 1(a)) or rectangular conduit with circular
upper wall (Figure 1(b)). In the figure, the fault was drafted
approximately by a straight line with a width.+emarks A to
F divide the excavation limit into 6 segments, named seg-
ments AB, BC, CD, DE, EF, and FA. +e segment CD is
called the crown segment. Segments BC and DE are shoulder
segments near both sides of the crown segment. Segments
AB and EF are left and right sidewall segments, respectively.
Segment FA is the bottom segment. +e definition of the
fault location around the mining tunnel is presented in detail
in [3]. +e definition of the fault distance (i.e., the distance
between the fault and the mining tunnel) will be discussed as
follows. A series of mutual perpendicular lines can be drawn
between themining tunnel excavation limit and the fault line
in Figure 1. Among these mutual perpendicular lines, the
shortest line MN represents the fault distance.

2.2. Initial Stress in Stratum. +e complexity of the initial
ground stress has been recognized in underground engi-
neering. Furthermore, the initial ground stress has signifi-
cant effect on the stability of mining tunnel surrounding
rock mass [19], especially the surrounding rock with fault
[20]. In common background, the vertical stress σv and the
horizontal stress σh in rock stratum can be calculated by the
following [21]:

σv � cH,

σh � k0cH,
(1)

where H is the depth from the ground surface, c is the
average unit weight of the rock layer, and k0 is the lateral
stress coefficient.

For a specific point in stratum, the vertical stress always
can be expressed by equation (1) because the average unit
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weight of rock mass c and the depth from ground surface H

can be obtained easily and accurately. But the lateral stress
coefficient k0 that varies dramatically with geologic structure
is difficult to be gained in construction site.

3. Modelling, Studying Case,
and Concerning Point

3.1. NumericalModelling of Fault. Remarkable discontinuity
is the main property for the fault near the mining tunnel. A
numerical method that can produce equivalently disconti-
nuity phenomena is reasonable to reach the aim to simulate
the fault realistically. An interface model can be used to
produce discontinuity, such as the Goodman element [22],
Desai new element [17], and COJO element [18]. With an
interface model, the fault in the numerical model can behave
with discontinuous displacement and stress field under the
tensile and shear stress.

+e COJO element based on Coundal’s interface model
is selected to simulate the fault in this paper. COJO element
has four nodes, two of which are used to define force and
displacement and other two are used to define element
direction. All the nodes of the COJO element are the solid
elements; thus, there is not any extra node to assemble the
COJO elements shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, a fault connects rock parts A and B, which
are meshed by solid triangle element with six nodes. +e
nodes i and j are real nodes for monitoring displacements of
unknowns, the nodes k and l are imaginative nodes for
showing the direction of COJO element, the local direction n

is normal to fault, the local direction s is tangent to fault, the
σ is the normal force on fault, and the τ is the tangent force
on fault.

In COJO element, the contact force and the displacement
of the node are chosen as additional unknowns in the gov-
erning equation to overcome the disadvantage of input pa-
rameters for traditional interface element. +e relationship

between contact stress on the node and node load is shown in
equation (2).

CT
 N

T
N dΓΔσ � ΔF, (2)

where C is the transformation matrix between contact stress
and node load,N is the shape functionmatrix, andΔσ andΔF
are contact stress and incremental node load, respectively.

Equation (3) is the equation of COJO element to ge-
ometry and constraint:

C∗ R 
Δa

Δσ
  � a∗, (3)

where R is the diagonal matrix, Δa is the incremental node
displacement, and a∗ is the constraint load vector related to
the status of COJO element.

Making a combination of the equations (2) and (3), the
element stiffness matrix and the element load vector are
obtained by the following equation:

0 CTS

C∗ R
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

Δa

Δσ
  �

ΔF

a∗
 , (4)

Kc �
0 CTS

C∗ R , and fc �
ΔF
a∗ , where Kc and fc are the

element stiffness matrix and element load vector,
respectively.

3.2.General InformationonMiningTunnel. Inmining tunnel
engineering, the faults near mining tunnel crown and sidewall
always have greater influence than that located elsewhere such
as the bottom zone. +erefore, the faults near the mining
tunnel crown and sidewall are chosen to investigate the in-
fluence of the fault distance and the tectonic stress on the
stability of mining tunnel surrounding rock mass.

A typical mining tunnel with the shape of rectangular
conduit and circular upper wall, as shown in Figure 3(a), is
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Figure 1: Mining tunnel, fault, and fault distance: (a) mining tunnel with the shape of horseshoe; (b) mining tunnel with shape rectangular
conduit with circular upper wall.
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selected as the model mining tunnel in this paper. +e
mining tunnel has the height of 12.0m, the span of 10.0m,
the crown angle of 120°, and overburden of 100.0m. +e
fault in surrounding rock mass locates near the mining
tunnel crown or sidewall. After the excavation, the mining
tunnel is supported by the shotcrete layer with a thickness of
10 cm.

+e surrounding rockmass of the mode mining tunnel is
classified in graded III according to the Chinese Code for
Engineering Geological Investigation of Water Resources and
Hydropower Engineering,which is considered as an idealized
elastoplastic material followed the Mohr–Coulomb yield
criterion. +e mining tunnel supporting system is treated as
elastic material. +e mechanical parameters of rock mass
and supporting material are listed in Table 1.

3.3. Studying Case. In the geological condition, the fault
distance has a range of centimetres to kilometres. However,
in practical mining tunnel engineering, only the fault close to
mining tunnel affects apparently the stability of surrounding
rock mass and support system. Five tunnel cases with dif-
ferent fault distances are discussed in this paper, which were
0.2 spans, 0.5 spans, 1.0 span, 2.0 spans, and 3.0 spans. +e
layout of the crown and sidewall faults with different fault
distances is presented in Figure 4.

+e lateral stress coefficient k0 in stratum with tectonic
stress is in the range from 0.2 to 10.0. In most underground

engineering, the lateral stress coefficient has the range
concentrated from 0.3 to 5.0 [23]. In this paper the main
range of 1.0 to 3.0 is chosen to analyze the influence of
ground stress. Five lateral stress coefficients representing five
ground stress conditions are set in numerical experiment,
which are 0.38, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0. +e value of 0.38
represents the initial stress dominated by gravity. All the
lateral stress coefficients are shown in Figure 5.

3.4. Influence Index. For a mining tunnel, displacement,
stress, tensile stress zone, and plastic zone are key factors to
evaluate the stability of surrounding rock mass. For shot-
crete layer, the stress is key factor to safety. Above indexes
will be discussed according to results of numerical
experiment.

In the mining tunnel with the shape of rectangular
conduit and circular upper wall, some points are treated as
the key points to the stability evaluation of surrounding rock
mass, such as the top point of crown (KP1) and the middle
points of sidewall (KP2 and KP3), as shown in Figure 3(b).
+e displacements and stresses of the three points will be
further discussed.

A ratio λd named displacement ratio is used to identify
the influence level of the fault on the deformation. λd is
the ratio of the displacement of a point on the tunnel
excavation limit under the case with fault in surrounding
rock to that under the case without fault, as shown in
equation (5).

λd �
df

d0
, (5)

where df and d0 are the displacements of the point on the
mining tunnel excavation limit under the cases with and
without fault in surrounding rock, respectively.

In the same way, the stress ratio λs can also be calculated
as follows:

λs �
sf

s0
, (6)

where sf and s0 are the stresses at the point on the mining
tunnel excavation limit under the cases with and without
fault in surrounding rock, respectively.
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Figure 2: COJO element along the interface between two rock parts.
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Figure 3: Geometry of mining tunnel and concerning point.
(a) Geometry of mining tunnel; (b) concerning point.
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4. Influence of Fault Distance

4.1. Displacement and Displacement Field. +e displacement
ratios of the points KP1, KP2, and KP3 (shown in
Figure 3(b)) on the mining tunnel excavation limit are
presented in Figure 6. Note that the displacement of the
middle point in the left sidewall equals approximately to that
in the right sidewall for each associated case due to sym-
metry. As shown in Figure 6, with the decrease of the fault
distance, the displacement at top point of the crown in-
creases, whereas the displacements at the both sidewalls have
a decreasing tendency.

+e displacement at the top of the tunnel crown of the
case without fault is 6.13mm, whereas the displacements at
the same point of the three cases with fault distance of 1.0
span, 0.5 spans and 0.2 spans are 7.67mm, 11.43mm and
24.06mm, respectively. Comparing with the displacement of
the case without fault, the increasing percentages of the three
cases are 25.0%, 86.5%, and 292.5%, respectively. +e fault
with 0.2 spans to the mining tunnel excavation limit will
provoke a dramatic leap in rock mass displacement, even a
collapse around the crown.

+e surrounding rockmass can divided into two parts by
fault: (1) the part between the excavation limit and the fault
and (2) the part beyond the fault. When the fault is forced to
be open by excavation load, the part between the excavation
limit and the fault will detach from the whole surrounding
rock mass, bearing entire excavation load alone.+e closer is
the fault to the mining tunnel excavation limit, the easier is
the fault forced to be open, causing greater deformation in
the crown rock.

+e surrounding rock displacement decreases with the
increasing of the fault distance. For example, for the case
with the fault distance of 1.0 span, the horizontal dis-
placement is 1.39mm, whereas the rock displacement de-
creases to 0.95mm when the fault distance goes down to 0.2
spans. Comparing with the surrounding rock displacement
in the no fault case, the sidewall displacements in the cases
with the fault distances of 1.0 span, 0.5 spans, and 0.2 spans
decrease by 14.3%, 28.6%, and 42.9%, respectively. +e main
reason of the decrease in the deformation of surrounding
rock is that the more surrounding rockmass near the mining
tunnel crown goes down as the fault distance decreases. +e
downward movement in the crown rock prevents the sur-
rounding rockmass in the sidewall frommoving towards the
inner section of mining tunnel. Hence, the rock displace-
ments in sidewall go down with the decrease of the fault
distance.

+e displacement vector fields under four different
conditions of fault distance are shown in Figure 7. +e
displacements of the surrounding rock mass between the
fault and the excavation limit have an increasing trend as the
fault moves from deep rock mass to excavation limit,
whereas the displacements of the surrounding rock mass
beyond the fault have a decreasing tendency. For the cases
with fault distance of 0.2 spans and 0.5 spans, there are
striking displacements in the zone between fault and ex-
cavation limit, whereas the displacements in the zone be-
yond the fault are too small to be identified due to the fault
opening under the larger excavation load. When the fault
distance is greater than 1.0 span, obvious displacements
occur in the rock mass beyond the fault.

Table 1: Mechanical parameter for rock mass and mining tunnel supporting material.

Material Deformation modulus (GPa) Possion’s ratio Cohesion
(MPa)

Frictional angle
(°)

Tensile strength
(MPa)

Unit weight
(kN/m3)

Rock mass (graded III) 6.0 0.28 1.2 40.0 1.0 26.0
Fault and its filling 0.1 0.40 0.6 23.0 0.0 23.0
Shotcrete 21.0 0.18 — — 1.2 24.0
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Figure 7: Displacement vector fields of the surrounding rock mass with different fault distance cases: (a) 0.2 spans; (b) 0.5 spans; (c) 1.0
span; (d) no fault.
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+e maximum displacements in the four cases in Fig-
ure 7 are 24.1mm, 11.4mm, 7.7mm and the 6.1mm, re-
spectively. +e fault located near the excavation limit has an
obvious barrier effect on displacement field of the sur-
rounding rock mass. +is barrier effect will prevent the
excavation load from transferring from the rock mass be-
tween the excavation limit and the fault to that beyond the
fault, making the surrounding rock mass between the fault
and excavation limit overburden more loads, even the entire
excavation load. As a result, the displacement of the rock
mass between the fault and the excavation limit increases
dramatically, eventually leading to the instability of the
surrounding rock.

4.2. Stress and the Tensile Stress Area of Surrounding Rockmass.
Stress or stress field of mining tunnel surrounding rock
mass, especially tensile stress, are the other evaluation in-
dexes for the stability of mining tunnel surrounding rock
mass. Figure 8 shows the stress vector fields of the four cases
under different conditions of fault distance.+e tensile stress
area near the mining tunnel excavation limit has a de-
creasing trend as the fault moves from the excavation limit to
deep surrounding rock mass. When the fault distance is 0.2
spans, the tensile stress occurs massively in the crown zone
and both sides of surrounding rock mass under the fault. For
the case with fault distance of 0.5 spans, the tensile stress
appears mainly in the core crown and slightly in one side of
the fault. When the fault distance reaches 1.0 span, both the
value and the area of tensile stress are small. For the case
without fault, the situation of the surrounding rock mass is
very well.

According to the analysis of tensile stress datum, the
value and area of tensile stress increase with the decreasing
of fault distance. +e fault distance larger than 1.0 span
affects the value and area of the tensile stress in the sur-
rounding rock mass of mining tunnel significantly, which
can be considered as the critical distance on evaluating the
fault influence.

4.3. Plastic Region of Surrounding Rockmass. +e plastic
regions in the surrounding rock mass under different fault
distances are presented in Figure 9. Besides fault distance,

the distribution of plastic region is affected by the mining
tunnel shape [24]. For the mining tunnel with shape of
rectangular conduit and circular upper wall, the plastic
region occurs around the four corners under the con-
dition without fault as shown in Figure 9(d). For the cases
with fault, the plastic region in the surrounding rock mass
increases obviously as shown in Figures 9(a)–9(c).

For the case with a fault distance of 1.0 span (see
Figure 9(c)), the plastic region expands along the exca-
vation limit from the four corners to the middle zone of
both sides of sidewall and the top zone of the crown,
mainly develops in both sidewalls zone. For the case with
fault distance of 0.5 spans (see Figure 9(b)), both sidewall
parts are covered with plastic regions, and the maximum
depth of the plastic region is about 0.1 spans. For the case
with the smallest fault distance of 0.2 spans in this paper
(see Figure 9(a)), the plastic zone covers the surrounding
rock mass all around the mining tunnel, and the maxi-
mum depth is 0.4-0.5 times the mining tunnel span. In
Figure 9, the number of the plastic elements of the case
with fault distances of 0.2 spans is approximately 5 times
that of the case with no fault, and 3.0 times and 1.5 times
that of the cases with fault distances of 0.5 and 1.0 spans,
respectively.

4.4. Inner Force and Stress in Sprayed Concrete Layer.
Figure 10 presents the distributions and the values of the
axial forces in the sprayed concrete layers under different
fault distances. For the cases with the fault distances of 0.2
spans and 0.5 spans, the axial forces are tensile, with the
maximum values of 356.9 kN and 54.0 kN, respectively. For
the case with the fault distance of 1.0 span, the axial force in
crown zone changes from tensile force to compressive force,
and the maximum value are 38.8 kN. +e crown fault near
the excavation limit can change the compressive axial force
into tensile axial force in crown segment, so long as the fault
distance is enough small. Accordingly, fault has an effect on
the distribution of the axial force in sprayed concrete layer.
+e axial force in some parts of sprayed concrete layer
increases, and in some parts decreases as the fault moves the
from excavation limit (0.2 span) to deep surrounding rock
mass (no fault).

Fault Open segment
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Geo. scale 5.0m

(a)

No open segmentFault

Tensile zone
Geo. scale 5.0m

(b)

Tensile zone
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(c)

Tensile zone
Geo. scale 5.0m

(d)

Figure 8: +e tensile stress area of the surrounding rock mass: (a) 0.2 spans; (b) 0.5 spans; (c) 1.0 span; (d) no fault.
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+e featured stress in sprayed concrete layer, such as the
stressed at the middle points of both sides of sidewall and
the top point at the crown are list in Table 2. +e stress in
sprayed concrete layer is influenced dramatically by the
fault near the mining tunnel excavation limit. +e featured
stress in sprayed concrete layer at mining tunnel crown
changes from compressive stress to tensile stress as the fault
moves from deep surrounding rock mass (no fault) to the
excavation limit (0.2 span). On the contrary, the stress in
sprayed concrete layer at the middle point of sidewall
changes from tensile stress to compressive stress. When the
crown fault locates about 1.0 span to the excavation limit,
the stress in the sprayed concrete layer is about 30–45% of
the stress in the case without fault. When the fault distance
is 0.2 spans, the stress in the sprayed concrete layer at the
mining tunnel crown is larger than the tensile strength of
the sprayed concrete and about 5 times that in the case
without fault. +e stress in the sprayed concrete layer at the
midpoint of sidewall is about 3 times that in the case
without case.

5. Influence of Initial Stress

5.1. Displacement and Displacement Field. As shown in
Figure 11, a fault near mining tunnel divides surrounding
rock mass into two regions: one region contains mining

tunnel and the other region does not. +e continuity of the
displacement field of the surrounding rock mass is destroyed
by the fault. +e displacement field is divided by the fault
under the condition where the fault is opened by the ex-
cavation load. Comparing with the displacement field of the
region with tunnel, the displacement of surrounding rock
mass is very little in the region without tunnel. +is is be-
cause that the seclusion of the fault in surrounding rockmass
prevents the excavation load transferring from the excavated
surrounding rock mass to the surrounding rock mass
without mining tunnel.

When the lateral pressure coefficient k0 is 0.38, the
maximum horizontal displacement of the right sidewall is
1.64mm, which is approximately the same displacement of
fault-free case. When the lateral pressure coefficients k0 are

Geo. scale 5.0m

(a)

Geo. scale 5.0m

(b)

Geo. scale 5.0m

(c)

Geo. scale 5.0m

(d)

Figure 9: Plastic region of the surrounding rock mass with different fault distance cases: (a) 0.2 spans; (b) 0.5 spans; (c) 1.0 span; (d) no fault.
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Figure 10: Diagram of axial forces in sprayed concrete layer with different fault distance cases: (a) 0.2 spans; (b) 0.5 spans; (c) 1.0 span;
(d) no fault.

Table 2: Max stress and min stress in sprayed concrete layer under
different cases.

Distance
Middle point
of left sidewall

Top point
of crown

Middle point of
right sidewall

σmax σmin σmax σmin σmax σmin

No fault 0.62 0.59 −0.72 −0.74 0.61 0.57
0.2 spans −1.56 −1.73 4.02 3.15 −1.67 −1.82
0.5 spans −0.18 −0.25 0.63 0.45 −0.20 −0.28
1.0 span 0.40 0.38 −0.37 −0.45 0.40 0.39
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1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0, the maximum horizontal displacements
at the right sidewall are 15.9mm, 28.2mm, 42.8mm, and
75.5mm, respectively, and the displacement ratios λd are
1.01, 3.15, 3.56, 3.95, and 4.46, respectively.

For the case with a right sidewall fault and the lateral
pressure coefficient greater than 1.0, the maximum dis-
placement near the fault reaches the 3.0–5.0 times that in the
fault-free case, whereas the displacement in other region is
always less than that in the fault-free case. As shown in
Figure 11, the displacement distribution is affected by the
lateral pressure coefficient significantly.

5.2. Stress and the Tensile Stress Area of Surrounding
Rockmass. +e stress vector fields under five different lateral
pressure coefficients are plotted in Figure 12. When the
lateral stress coefficient is 0.38, the stress vector field is
similar to that in the case without fault. With the increasing
of horizontal stress, both the lateral stress coefficient and the
excavation load on the sidewall increase, which makes the
fault close to mining tunnel open significantly. Eventually
the tensile stress occurs in the sidewall surrounding rock
mass as shown in Figures 12(c)–12(e).

+e tensile stress area enlarges with the increasing of the
lateral stress coefficient. When the coefficient is 0.38, the
tensile stress zone distributes near the mining tunnel crown
only. When the coefficient increases to 1.0, the tensile stress
expands to the region of the middle of the right wall near the
fault. When the lateral stress coefficient increases to 1.5 or
2.0, the tensile stress area enlarges obviously around the right
sidewall, and the tensile stress also occurs in the left sidewall
zone. +e elements with tensile stress are 2, 4, 9, 11, and 17,
respectively, corresponding to the lateral stress coefficients
of 0.38, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0.

5.3. Plastic Region of Surrounding Rockmass. As shown in
Figure 13, the plastic region of the mining tunnel sur-
rounding rock mass is dominated by the fault close to the
mining tunnel excavation limit. With the increasing of
lateral stress coefficient, the area of plastic region increases
dramatically.

Span is a featured geometer parameter for a mining
tunnel. +e depth of the plastic region is normalized by
mining tunnel span in this paper to assess the influence of
the initial stress on the plastic region. According to Fig-
ure 13, when the lateral stress coefficients are 0.38, 1.0, 1.5,
2.0, and 3.0, the depths of the plastic regions are 0.1, 0.3, 0.4,
0.6, and 0.8 times the mining tunnel span, respectively.

5.4. Inner Force and Stress in Sprayed Concrete Layer. +e
max stress, i.e., the largest tensile stress in sprayed concrete
layer, the min stress, and the largest compressive stress in
sprayed concrete layer, are direct indexes to assess the safety
status of the sprayed concrete layer in mining tunnel en-
gineering. Two indexes also play a decisive role in the failure
or collapse of sprayed concrete layer. +e max and min
stresses in sprayed concrete layer at key point on the mining
tunnel excavation limit are shown in Table 3.

+e stress in sprayed concrete layer changes obviously
with the lateral stress coefficient. Both the max stress and
the min stress increase significantly with the increasing of
the lateral stress coefficient, especially the stresses around the
right sidewall near a close fault. When the lateral stress
coefficient is 0.38, 1.0, and 3.0, the maximum tensile stresses
at the midpoint of right sidewall are 0.6, 6.3, and 12.3MPa,
respectively.

6. Field Investigation and Case Study

In Figure 14, a mining tunnel is influenced by a fault F3 at
the mining tunnel crown in the section of milestone
0 + 310.15∼0 + 380.50. +ree across sections A, B, and C are
monitored on displacement during the excavation process.
+e fault distances are 0.2 spans, 0.5 spans, and 1.0 span for
sections A, B, and C.

+e displacements of the three points (left sidewall
midpoint, crown midpoint, and right sidewall midpoint)
during excavation are list in Table 4. According to the
monitored field displacement, the displacements on the
excavation limit have similar characteristics in both the
numerical experiment of this work and the field monitoring:
the displacement increases with the decreasing of fault

Geo. scale 5.0m
Disp. scale 4.0

(a)

Geo. scale 5.0m
Disp. scale 4.0

(b)

Geo. scale 5.0m
Disp. scale 4.0

(c)

Geo. scale 5.0m
Disp. scale 4.0

(d)

Geo. scale 5.0m
Disp. scale 4.0

(e)

Figure 11: Displacement field of the mining tunnel on five lateral pressure coefficients with right sidewall fault: (a) k0 � 0.38; (b) k0 �1.0;
(c) k0 �1.5; (d) k0 � 2.0; (e) k0 � 3.0.
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distance, but the values are doubled in the in-site monitoring
comparing to the numerical results.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, a series of numerical experiments were carried
out to investigate the influence of fault distance and initial
ground stress on the stability of the surrounding rock mass
of mining tunnel. +e main conclusions are as follows:

(1) Faults with different distances from excavation limit
affect apparently the displacement, stress, and plastic
region in surrounding rock mass, especially the close
fault. +ere is a critical distance to judge whether a
fault has prominent influence, and the critical dis-
tance depends on the quality of mining tunnel
surrounding rock mass, initial ground stress, and the
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(d)

Geo. scale 5.0m
Stress scale 5.0MPa

(e)

Figure 12: Stress fields under different lateral stress coefficients: (a) k0 � 0.38; (b) k0 �1.0; (c) k0 �1.5; (d) k0 � 2.0; (e) k0 � 3.0.
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Figure 13: Plastic region at different lateral stress coefficients: (a) k0 � 0.38; (b) k0 �1.0; (c) k0 �1.5; (d) k0 � 2.0; (e) k0 � 3.0.

Table 3: +e stress of the key point in the sprayed concrete layer.

Lateral stress
coefficient k0

Left sidewall
midpoint

Crown
midpoint

Right sidewall
midpoint

σmax σmin σmax σmin σmax σmin

0.38 0.6 0.6 −0.7 −0.7 0.6 0.6
1.00 1.3 1.2 −8.3 −8.5 6.3 5.9
1.50 1.8 1.7 −17.0 −17.4 6.8 6.3
2.00 2.3 2.1 −26.4 −26.9 7.7 7.2
3.00 3.4 3.0 −48.2 −49.0 12.3 10.9
Note. − represents compressive stress, whereas tensile stress, unit: MPa.
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Figure 14: Mining tunnel, F3 fault, and monitoring section.

Table 4: Displacement of the mining tunnel key point during
excavation.

Key point Section A Section B Section C
Left sidewall 2.02 2.49 1.87
Crown top −11.12 −24.54 −48.74
Right sidewall −2.01 −2.47 −1.85
Note. − represents downward in vertical direction or toward left in hori-
zontal direction, unit: mm.
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curvature degree of excavation limit. When the fault
distance is less the critical distance, the displace-
ments of the rock mass between the fault and ex-
cavation limit increase dramatically, eventually
resulting in the instability of surrounding rock,.

(2) Both the distribution and the value of inner force in
the special segment are affected dramatically by fault
distance. +e axial force in some parts of SCL in-
creases and in some parts decreases as the fault
moves from excavation limit (0.2 spans) to deep
surrounding rock mass (fault-free).

(3) +ere are different influence laws at crown and
sidewall on displacement of mining tunnel sur-
rounding rock mass regarding to the lateral pressure
coefficient in rock stratum. With the increasing of
lateral pressure coefficient, the vertical displacement
of the crown decreases, but the horizontal dis-
placement of the right sidewall increases.

(4) When the lateral pressure coefficient is 0.38, the
tensile stress area equals approximately to that in the
fault-free case. When the coefficient is 1.0, the tensile
stress area is double that in fault-free case. When the
coefficient increases to 2.0 or 3.0, the tensile stress
area is 9.0 times that in fault-free case.

(5) When the lateral pressure coefficient is 0.38, there is
no difference in the cases with and without fault.
When the lateral pressure coefficients are 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,
and 3.0, the plastic region doubles comparing with
the fault-free case.

(6) When the lateral pressure coefficient is greater than
1.0, the maximum tensile stress in SCL increases
sharply comparing with the fault-free case. When the
lateral pressure coefficients are 1.0 and 3.0, the tensile
stress on the right sidewall are roughly 10 times and
20 times that in the case without fault.
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